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ABSTRACT

THE EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON TURBOCHARGER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
FOR HEAVY DUTY DIESEL ENGINES: EXPERIMENTS AND GT-POWER MODELING

Operation at high altitude increases the risk of high cycle fatigue (HCF) failure on turbine
blades in internal combustion engine turbochargers. Because engine manufacturers rarely acquire
performance data at the high altitude limits of their engines, it is imperative that manufacturers
rely on computer simulation to visualize, quantify and understand turbocharger performance
when experimental tests are not practical. Typically, CFD and FEA models are used to predict
HCF damage for turbine wheels. However, the boundary conditions and other input data required
for such simulations are often unknown at high altitudes. The main objective of this thesis was to
develop these critical boundary conditions and input data for a Cummins QSK19 CI engine and a
Cummins QSK50 CI engine. This objective was accomplished by installing and testing both of
these engines at 5000ft elevation and calibrating GT-Power computer simulation models against
the experimental data at 5000ft elevation. After the models were calibrated against experimental
data, the models were extrapolated to the altitude capability of these engines and the critical
boundary conditions were recorded.
In addition to the diesel engine experiments and modeling, a single cylinder HCCI
computer simulation model was developed to evaluate the performance of Woschni and
Hohenberg heat transfer correlations by comparing GT-Power model predictions with measured
in-cylinder pressure data. Analysis was performed by generating a single zone GT-Power model
of a modified John Deere DI 2.4L four-cylinder engine, which was previously converted at CSU
to operate in HCCI port injection mode. The HCCI engine was operated at an equivalence ratio
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of 0.33 and a fuel mixture of 40% iso-octane and 60% n-heptane by volume. The combustion
chemistry was modeled using a reduced Primary Reference Fuel (PRF) mechanism from Ra and
Reitz with 41 species and 130 reactions.
The Cummins modeling results indicate that GT-Power can predict turbocharger
performance within 7.59% variation from measured data at 5000ft. When the model was
extrapolated to 8000ft, GT-Power predicted an average expansion ratio increase of 1.81% and an
average turbine inlet temperature decrease of 2% for the QSK19 CI engine. The Cummins
QSK50 GT-Power model predicted an average expansion ratio increase of 2.73% and an average
turbine inlet temperature decrease of 9.12% from 5000ft to 8000ft. The HCCI simulation results
showed that GT-Power can accurately predict the start of combustion. In addition, the simulation
results showed that the pressure rise rate has a low sensitivity to the in-cylinder heat transfer rate.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
The United States of America is composed of a variety of plateaus and mountain ranges that
extend beyond 4000ft elevation. The Colorado Plateau is the largest plateau in North America
(337,000

) and ranges across areas of Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico. Within the

Colorado Plateau, the elevation can vary anywhere from 2000ft to 12,700ft [1]. Large mountain
ranges such as the Rocky Mountains stretch more than 3000 miles (4830km) and extend with an
average elevation of 9670ft [2]. In these regions, large turbocharged diesel engines are
commonly used to power fracking pumps, haul trucks and even used for stationary power
generation. Due to the large market for large turbocharged diesel engines at high altitude, it is
important that engine manufacturers address the performance of their engines at high altitude.
As atmospheric pressure decreases with increased altitude, the inlet air density decreases.
This decrease in inlet air density causes the performance of internal combustion engines to
deteriorate drastically. For example, research has shown that an altitude increase of 2000 meters
above sea level can lead to a reduction of 24% in power and an increase of 5% in brake specific
fuel consumption (BSFC) [3,4,5]. Fortunately, engineering advancements such as the exhaust
turbocharger can compensate, to some extent, for this reduction in power and fuel economy.
However, the performance of turbochargers is also affected by altitude. Specifically, as inlet air
density decreases with increased altitude, the inlet air mass flow rate decreases. For the same
fueling, the exhaust temperature and pressure increase due to a richer air-fuel ratio. Since the
turbine receives more exhaust energy, the rotor speed increases resulting in increased boost
pressure [3]. The increase in turbine inlet pressure coupled with the drop in turbine outlet
pressure causes the pressure ratio to increase.
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Unfortunately, the increase in rotor speed, turbine inlet temperature and expansion ratio
increases the risk of high cycle fatigue (HCF) failure due to excessive vibration and centrifugal
stresses. Researchers have determined that the rotor speed, the expansion ratio and the turbine
inlet temperature directly affect the amount of stress induced on the turbine wheel [6,7].
Therefore, it is imperative that engine manufacturers quantify these risks at the high altitude
limits of their engines. Since engine manufactures sell their product for applications at various
altitudes, they must rely on computer simulation to quantify these effects over a wide range of
altitudes. CFD models are typically used to predict the pressure distribution on the turbine wheel
and then an FEA analysis is performed to predict HCF damage [7]. Because engine
manufacturers rarely acquire performance data at the high altitude limits of their engines, the
boundary conditions (rotor speed, expansion ratio, and turbine inlet temperature) for a CFD
model are not typically available from experiments. Instead, manufacturers must rely on data
acquired at lower altitudes and then use engine simulations to extrapolate the data to higher
altitudes. GT-Power, the engine simulation software described herein, is an example of one such
simulation tool that can be used to predict the boundary conditions by extrapolating a calibrated
engine model to the engines altitude capability.
The research presented in this thesis was performed by using a GT-Power model to
acquire the boundary conditions for a CFD model for a Cummins QSK19 CI engine and a
Cummins QSK50 CI engine. This objective was accomplished by calibrating a GT-Power engine
model against measured data at the Engines and Energy Conversion Laboratory (EECL) at the
CSU Powerhouse Campus located in Fort Collins, Colorado. As part of this thesis research, both
engines were installed at the EECL and tested over a range of operating conditions at 5000ft
above sea level. Once the steady state GT-Power points were calibrated at 5000ft, GT-Power
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predictions were extrapolated to 8000ft and the results were reported back to Cummins for
further evaluation.
In addition to the combined experimental and GT-Power modeling study performed on
the diesel engines, a second GT-Power modeling study was also performed on a homogeneous
charge compression ignition (HCCI) engine. In-cylinder heat transfer processes have a direct
effect on autoignition timing, burn rate and in-cylinder pressure in HCCI engines. Because of the
complexity of the physical processes (e.g., turbulent flow, heat transfer, molecular diffusion and
detailed chemical kinetics) in an HCCI engine, development of HCCI engine models that
accurately reproduce in-cylinder pressure measurements (i.e. pressure rise rate and maximum
pressure) requires an empirical treatment of the in-cylinder heat transfer. The goal of this second
GT-Power modeling study was to evaluate the performance of the Woschni and Hohenberg heat
transfer correlations by comparing GT-Power engine model predictions with measured incylinder pressure data from a single cylinder HCCI engine. Analysis was performed by
generating a single zone GT-Power model of a modified John Deere DI 2.4L four-cylinder
engine, which was previously converted at the EECL to operate in HCCI port injection mode.
The HCCI engine was operated at an equivalence ratio of 0.33 and a fuel mixture of 40% isooctane and 60% n-heptane by volume. The combustion chemistry was modeled using a reduced
Primary Reference Fuel (PRF) mechanism from Ra and Reitz with 41 species and 130 reactions
[8].
1.2 TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharging is a common method used by engine manufacturers to increase power and
efficiency [9,10]. The goal of a turbocharger is to increase the inlet air density above
atmospheric conditions so that more fuel and air can be delivered to the engine to increase power
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[11]. This objective is accomplished by expanding the exhaust gas across a turbine that drives a
compressor on a common shaft. Turbochargers for internal combustion engines (ICE) are
composed of a radial inflow turbine, a centrifugal compressor and a center rotating assembly that
connects the turbine to the compressor. The following figure represents the increase of power
and torque over a naturally aspirated (NA) engine for a Chrysler 2.2L engine from Allen and
Rinschier [11].
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Figure 1: Power and Torque Curves for a Turbocharged and a Naturally Aspirated engine [11]
A wastegate is a common component that is typically integrated with a turbocharger. Its
purpose is to control the power of the turbine by opening and closing a valve (inside or next to
the turbine housing) that can be either pneumatically actuated or electronically controlled. If the
wastegate is pneumatically controlled, a wastegate is used to limit the boost pressure so that it
doesn’t inflict physical damage to the engine or turbocharger [10]. An electronically controlled
wastegate can be used to limit boost pressure, control the air flow rate or limit heat rejection to
the engine per customer requirements. Heat rejection can be calculated using the following
equation [12]:
̇
̇

(
4

)

(1)

where ̇

the air flow rate into the engine,

the specific heat of the air,

temperature leaving the compressor of the turbocharger,

the

the temperature entering the

compressor of the turbocharger.
1.3 TURBINE WHEEL HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE
High cycle fatigue has been defined from Bauccio as fatigue that occurs above

or

cycles

[6]. This occurs when stress is low and deformation is elastic. In modern engines, high cycle
fatigue (HCF) has been identified as one of the primary failure modes for turbine blades [7,13].
The pressure distribution in the turbine housing causes the turbine blade to be exposed to
unsteady aerodynamic forces that induce vibration at their natural frequencies. These dynamic
pressure fluctuations cause the turbine blade to oscillate at its resonant frequency. Specifically
for turbine blades described herein, the natural frequency is determined by the critical rotor
speed and can be up to 10,000 Hz [14].Researchers have shown that the expansion ratio has a
direct effect on the amplitude of the unsteady aerodynamic forces [6, 7]. The expansion ratio or
the pressure ratio is described on the following equation:

(2)
where

the expansion ratio,

the turbine inlet pressure, and

the turbine outlet

pressure. The turbine inlet temperature has a direct effect on the material properties which
reduces the fatigue life margin. As previously mentioned, this thesis research is focused on
providing the effects of expansion ratio and turbine inlet temperature as inputs to a full 3D
computational fluid dynamic model that predicts the pressure distribution in the turbine housing.
The study was calibrated and extrapolated using a commercial simulation software tool called
GT-Power.
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1.4 GT-POWER MODELING SOFTWARE
The modeling approach described herein utilizes the commercial engine simulation tool GTPower™. A GT-Power simulation relies on the one dimensional solution of the fully unsteady,
nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations of continuity, energy, and momentum to simulate gas flow
dynamics [15]. GT-Power discretizes the system by breaking up the volume into many sections
using the staggered grid method. The scalar variables (pressure, temperature, density etc.) in
Navier-Stokes are assumed to be uniform, whereas, the vector variables (fluxes, velocity, etc.)
are calculated at each boundary. There are three methods of time integration (explicit, implicit,
and quasi-steady) that affect the solution variables used in the Navier-Stokes equations. The
explicit method is primarily used for engine performance where crank angle resolved solutions
are required and wave dynamics are important [15]. The implicit method is primarily used for
non-engine simulations where wave dynamics are not important. The implicit method uses
longer time steps and is typically used only for thermal management simulations such as Waste
Heat Recovery or exhaust warm-up simulations. The quasi-steady method is used for
aftertreatment modeling where fast running chemical kinetics is important.
GT-Power uses a graphical user interface known as GT-ISE to construct a virtual engine
by building a block diagram of engine components such as: cylinders, fuel injectors, pipes,
compressors, gears, flowsplits, etc. After the model has been constructed and executed, GTPower uses a post processing tool called GT-Post to output and plot performance parameters
such as: rotor speed, turbine inlet temperature, turbine inlet pressure, cylinder pressure, cylinder
temperature, burn rate, indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), brake mean effective pressure
(BMEP) etc. Once a model has been calibrated, GT-Power has the advantage to easily perform
parametric studies of intake pressure, intake temperature, equivalence ratio, RPM etc.
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1.4.1 REQUIREMENTS TO BUILD AN ENGINE MODEL
Since internal combustion engines consist of many components, the following list of components
and input data are required to develop a GT-Power engine model:


Engine Characteristics and Cylinder Geometry: These data include bore, stroke,
compression ratio, firing order, connecting rod length, inline or V configuration, 2 or 4
stroke, pin offset, piston TDC clearance height, piston bowl geometry (DI only), piston
area, and head area (heat transfer model).



Intake and Exhaust System: These data include the geometry of all components such as
runners, manifolds, etc. The geometry includes: lengths, internal diameters, volumes, and
layouts. Additional data on head loss coefficients and/or discharge coefficients may also
be used.



Intake and Exhaust Valves: These data include valve diameter, lift profile, discharge
coefficients, valve lash, swirl and tumble coefficient, if available.



Throttles: These data include throttle location and discharge coefficients versus throttle
angle in both flow directions.



Fuel Injectors: These data include location of fuel injectors and number of injectors;
number of nozzle holes and nozzle diameter, injection rate, air to fuel ratio and fuel type



Turbocharger Components (optional): These data include turbine and compressor maps,
turbocharger inertia (transient), performance characteristics (pressure ratio, turbocharger
speed, temperatures,etc.)



Wastegate/VGT Component: These data include the wastegate diameter, target boost and
airflow rate.
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Ambient Conditions: Ambient conditions such as pressure, temperature, and humidity
must be specified.

The accuracy of the engine model is highly dependent on the extent of performance data
acquired experimentally to calibrate the model. If less experimental performance data is
available, the accuracy of the model decreases.
1.4.2 GT-POWER IN-CYLINDER COMBUSTION METHODOLOGY
Because of the complexity of any engine system, development of a combustion model that
accurately reproduces in-cylinder pressure measurements (i.e. pressure rise rate, maximum
pressure, GIMEP etc.) is critical to modeling the performance of an engine. For a CI and SI
engine, GT-Power divides the air-fuel mixture into two non-spatial zones: an unburned zone and
a burned zone. At each time step, GT-Power transfers the air-fuel mixture from the unburned
zone to the burned zone. The amount of air-fuel that is transferred from the unburned zone to the
burned zone is governed by the burn rate. Therefore, the major goal of all SI and DI combustion
models is to accurately determine the burn rate.
To accomplish this task, GT-Power has a variety of predictive, non-predictive and semipredictive combustion models available. A non-predictive model will impose a burn rate that is
prescribed by a Wiebe function or prescribed from measured in-cylinder pressure data. A nonpredictive model is recommended if measured cylinder pressure is available. A GT-Power
predictive combustion model predicts a burn rate based on in-cylinder inputs such as
temperature, pressure or equivalence ratio. A semi-predictive model can be used when the study
at hand directly affects the burn rate. A study that varies the injection timing would have a direct
effect on the burn rate. In this case, a semi-predictive model should be used.
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After constructing the model in GT-ISE, the first step in calibrating an engine model is to decide
which combustion model should be used (predictive, non-predictive or semi-predictive). In this
study, in-cylinder pressure measurements were taken and a non-predictive combustion model
(‘EngCylCombProfile’) was selected for both the QSK19 and QSK50. The
‘EngCylCombProfile’ object allows the user to import the pressure trace, apply an encoder error
shift and even apply a low pass filter. For the non-predictive combustion model, the burn rate is
the integral of the heat release rate which is calculated from the cylinder pressure trace. The heat
release rate is calculated using the first law of thermodynamics:
(

where

)

̇
̇

(3)

is the total mass inside the cylinder (fuel and air), u the internal energy,

transfer to the gas from cylinder walls and

̇ the heat

̇ the instantaneous PdV power generated by the

gas in the cylinder. The power term can be expressed as follows:
̇
where

(4)

is the instantaneous cylinder pressure,

is the cylinder volume at the given

pressure. The heat transfer term includes the heat transfer through the cylinder walls, head and
piston. By further assuming the system is closed and the mass, gas constant and specific heat do
not change with time, the heat release rate can be calculated using the following equation found
in Heywood and Ferguson [16,17]:

(5)
where

is the chemical heat release rate,

is the ratio of specific heats,

the heat

transfer to the walls, head and piston. Finally, the burn rate is calculated by the following:
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∫ ̇

(6)

1.4.3 GT-POWER TURBOCHARGER THEORY
GT-Power turbocharger performance is characterized by the compressor and turbine maps
supplied by the user. Specifically, the speed and pressure ratio across each compressor and/or
turbine must be specified at each time step. The mass flow rate and efficiency are determined
from the compressor and turbine maps and imposed on the adjacent boundaries. The user
imposes the pressure ratio, intake manifold pressure, exhaust manifold pressure, ambient
pressure, and rotor speed for the first cycle. The power of the compressor and turbine is
determined by first law principles where the turbocharger is assumed isentropic.
The outlet temperature is calculated by the change in enthalpy across the turbine or
compressor. GT-Power uses the following equations for turbocharger performance [15]:
Compressor:

(7)
(

)

(8)

Turbine:

(9)

(
where

)

(10)

is the inlet enthalpy based on upstream conditions,

enthalpy based on isentropic efficiency and upstream conditions,
enthalpy,
exhaust,

the isentropic efficiency, PR the pressure ratio,

the isentropic change in

the specific heat of the inlet air or

the ratio of specific heats based on inlet conditions and
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the predicted outlet

the inlet temperature.

Steady state is reached once the power of the compressor and turbine are equal to each
other. The assumed power of the compressor and turbine are time averaged values over the 720
degree cycle. The power is evaluated as:
̇(

)

(11)

where ̇ is the mass flow rate. The speed is determined when the torque associated with the
compressor and turbine powers are equal to each other. GT-Power uses the following equation
under the ‘ShaftTurbo’ object:
(

where

)

(12)

is the change in rotor speed, T the torque, I the moment of inertia for the shaft [15].

1.4.4 GT-POWER ENGINE CALIBRATION PROCESS
As previously mentioned, the first step in calibrating an engine model is deciding which
combustion model should be used. Since a non-predictive model was selected for this study, the
following will only focus on the mythology that calculates the burn rate based on measured
cylinder pressure. GT-Power has two approaches. The first method is termed as a ‘Stand-Alone
Burn Rate Calculation’. This method requires a measured cylinder pressure and a separate, but
simple, model that includes only the cylinder and crank train. The inputs are the engine
geometry, wall, head and piston temperatures, a heat transfer model and initial conditions which
include residuals. Since in-cylinder residuals are very difficult to collect, the user often has to
approximate the residual fraction. This can lead to uncertainty and is typically used if intake and
exhaust pressures are not available.
The second method, which is termed by GT-Power as ‘Three Pressure Analysis’ (TPA),
was used for this study and will be described in full detail. The name is derived from the three
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measured pressures required as inputs: intake pressure, cylinder pressure and exhaust pressure.
This technique is favorable since the in-cylinder residuals can be calculated by GT-Power at
intake valve close (IVC). Similar to the ‘Stand-Alone Burn Rate Calculation’ method, a TPA
model is a single cylinder representation of the engine that includes the following objects:
cylinder crank train, intake valve, exhaust valve, intake runner, exhaust runner, and fuel injector.
Since the TPA model does not include a turbocharger object, intake and exhaust manifold
conditions (temperature and pressure) were imposed on the ambient environments.
After the single cylinder representation of the engine has been constructed in GT-Power,
the cylinder pressure at each operating condition was matched as closely as possible. The model
described herein matched the pressure at Bottom Dead Center (BDC), Intake Valve Close (IVC),
and Start of Injection (SOI). This was done by pegging the cylinder pressure trace to the intake
manifold pressure as described by Poonawala [18]. Frequently the pressure at BDC and IVC
match extremely close, however, the SOI was slightly off. In this case, the compression ratio was
slightly adjusted, within reason, to match SOI pressure. The last two criteria to match cylinder
pressure were Gross Indicated Mean Effective Pressure (GIMEP) and peak cylinder pressure.
The gross mean effective pressure is the closed loop work that is calculated using the following
equation found in Heywood [16]:
GIMEP = IMEP – PMEP

(13)

where IMEP is the indicated mean effective pressure, PMEP is the pumping mean effective
pressure. IMEP and PMEP are calculated using the following equation found in Ferguson [17]:
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(14)

(15)
where

is the cylinder pressure,

is the cylinder volume for a single cylinder,

displaced volume for a single cylinder,

is the exhaust pressure,

is the

is the intake pressure.

If peak cylinder pressure was off, the heat transfer multiplier in the cylinder object was
adjusted accordingly. A spatially non-uniform heat transfer model was selected as described by
Morel and Keribar [19]. Morel and Keribar convective heat transfer model is directed for Bowlin-Piston combustion chambers. Other heat transfer correlations from Woschni or Hohenberg
are also available [20,21]. Once the cylinder pressure is matched in the TPA model, the
‘EngCylCombProfile’ object was copied from the TPA model to the full engine model. The burn
rate profile was imposed on all the cylinders. It is important to note that each cylinder received
the same burn rate profile.
Once the burn rate was complete, minimal GT-Power adjustments were needed to match
measured data. The most common adjustments were correcting the power and the rotor speed to
match measured data. The power was adjusted by varying the fueling (mg/stroke) within two
percent of the measured data. The rotor speed was adjusted by varying the friction term outlined
in equation 10 on page 11. The heat exchanger effectiveness was adjusted to match intake
manifold temperature.
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CHAPTER 2: QSK19 ENGINE INSTALLATION
2.1 ENGINE SPECFICIATION
The Cummins QSK19 is a 19L 6-cylinder diesel engine that utilizes a single-stage Holset
turbocharger coupled with an electronic wastegate and intercooler. The engine has a two-stage
oil filter, steel pistons and operated using a modular common rail fuel system (MCRS). The
Cummins QSK19L produces a peak power of 597 kW (800 hp) at 1900 rpm and a maximum
torque of 3118 N-m (2300 ft-lbs) at 1500 rpm. The engine geometry and rating can be found on
the following table.
Table 1: QSK19 Engine Geometry and Rating
Engine

Cummins QSK19

Configuration

I-6 Turbocharged

Displacement

19 liter

Bore

159 mm

Stroke

159 mm

Compression Ratio

14.7:1

Rated Power
Maximum Torque

597 kW @1900 rpm
3118 N-m @ 1500 rpm

2.2 SOLIDWORKS TEST CELL MODEL
The project began in January 2013 when a 69L natural gas Caterpillar engine occupied the test
cell for the QSK19 diesel engine. To help with the transition of removing the Caterpillar engine
and installing the Cummins diesel engine, a three dimensional engine model using Solidworks
was created. The model includes all the necessary engine mounts, plumbing and connections to
the engine. Since the QSK19 diesel engine has the same base engine components (engine block,
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oil pan, flywheel housing, flywheel, etc) as a pre-existing QSK19G natural gas engine, the diesel
base engine components were taken from the natural gas model provided by Frank H. Sutley.
Sutley extracted the critical engine dimensions from a model provided by Cummins [22]. The
height of the engine mount brackets were determined by the 2500 HP eddy current
dynamometer. The center line of the flywheel was offset from the dynamometer to ensure proper
wear on the driveshaft bearings. The 3D Solidworks model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: 3D QSK19 Solidworks Render Model
2.3 ENGINE MOUNT BRACKETS
The aforementioned 3D model was used to design the front and rear engine mounting brackets.
Since the QSK19 diesel engine would be removed halfway throughout the test and replaced with
a Cummins QSK50 engine, both the front and rear engine mounting brackets were welded to an
8in (203.2mm) X 4in (101.6mm) X 62 in (1574.8mm) thick I-beam for easy engine removal
with a forklift. The front engine mount bracket was constructed from a 30in (762mm) section of
3in (76.2 mm) square tubing with 3/8in (9.53mm) steel plate open boxes on each side. The 3/8in
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(76.2mm) steel plate boxes were cut from a water jet; whereas, the square tubing was cut with
the horizontal band saw. After the pieces were cut, they were welded together. To reduce the
stress concentration on the corners of the box, 3/8in (76.2mm) steel triangular pieces were
welded to the side of the boxes. Figure 3 shows the model and the actual front engine bracket.
The rear engine mounting bracket was constructed similarly to the front mounting
bracket. The 3/8in (76.2mm) steel plates were cut with the water jet and formed an open box.
The mounting hole locations were taken from the natural gas flywheel adapter dimensions.
Figure 4 is the model and actual rear mounting bracket.

Figure 3: Model - Front Mounting Bracket (left), Actual- Front Mounting Bracket (right)

Figure 4: Model – Rear Mounting Bracket (left), Actual – Rear Mounting Bracket (right)
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2.4 FLYWHEEL ADAPTER, DRIVESHAFT AND DYNAMOMETER CONNECTION
Since the dynamometer and driveshaft were pre-existing components within the test cell, the
flywheel adapter was modified from the 69L natural gas Caterpillar engine that occupied the test
cell prior to the QSK19 engine. The flywheel adapter diameter was reduced to fit with the
QSK19 from 26 7/16in (671.513mm) to 19in (482.6mm) with a water jet. After roughly cutting
out the diameter, the adapter was shipped to a private machinist who reduced the adapter an
additional 5/8in (15.875mm) to its final diameter of 18 3/8in (466.725). The machinist finished
the flywheel adapter by drilling holes and applying a chamfer to the edge. Based on the position
of the engine mounts, the driveshaft has a driveline angle of 3º where the maximum angle is
specified at 7 º for parallel shafts operating at a maximum of 2500 RPM [22].

Figure 5: Flywheel Adapter (left), Installed Driveshaft and Flywheel Adapter (right)
2.5 PLUMBING SYSTEMS
2.5.1 DIESEL FUEL PLUMBING
The diesel fuel plumbing system required more work than the rest of the plumbing systems. At
the start of the project, no fuel lines were installed. For the QSK19 testing, a 500 gallon tank was
used that was previously purchased by the Engines and Energy Conversion Laboratory (EECL).
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The supply line is 1in (25.4mm) threaded black steel pipe. The fueling system starts out with a
threaded ball valve for easy flow control. A water/fuel separator leads into an Oberdorfer 3/8in
(9.525 mm) positive displacement pump (Figure 6) with a pressure relief valve that leads back to
the fuel tank.

Figure 6: Positive Displacement Pump
After the fuel pump, an electronic 1.5in (38.1mm) solenoid valve was installed. This is
used to block the flow of diesel fuel in case the control room loses power. After the solenoid
valve and approximately 80 feet of plumbing, another micron filter was installed before a
Coriolis flow meter. A pressure gauge was installed after the flow meter per Cummins requestsee Figure 7.
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Pressure Gauge

Coriolis Flow Meter

30 Micron Filter

Figure 7: Installation of the Micron Filter, Flow Meter and Pressure Gauge
A pressure regulator (2–15 psi) was installed to ensure the fuel pressure did not exceed
requirements outlined by Cummins. After the regulator, a check valve was installed to ensure the
fuel return from the heat exchanger did not flow back towards the flow meter. Another pressure
gauge was installed to monitor the pressure going into the Cummins integrated lift pump/filter.
Figure 8 show the installation of the pressure regulator, check valve, fuel return from the
heat exchanger and the second pressure gauge. Figure 9 shows the lift pump/filter. After the lift
pump, a flexible line was installed that connects directly to the engines JIC fitting.

Pressure
Gauge

Fuel
Return

Check
Valve

Pressure
Regulator

Figure 8: Installation of the Fuel Pressure Regulator
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Figure 9: Cummins Integrated Lift Pump/Filter
The excess fuel from the engine is routed to a cross-flow coolant/fuel heat exchanger
from Thermal Transfer Products. The heat exchanger is required to lower the fuel temperature
below 159ºF. The coolant is supplied from the charge air cooler (CAC) loop. Once the fuel
leaves the heat exchanger, it is returned back into the fuel supply loop. Figure 10 shows the shell
and tube heat exchanger used for the fuel return. A completed fuel diagram can be found in the
appendix.
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Figure 10: Fuel Heat Exchanger
2.5.2 INTAKE AIR PLUMBING
A new intake air plumbing was added to the test cell for the QSK19 engine testing. 8in
(203.2mm) schedule 40 pipe was installed from the roots supercharger to the air filter flange.
The supercharger at the laboratory has the ability to mimic temperature, pressure and humidity –
see Figure 11. An orifice was installed below the engine for flowrate measurements. After the air
filter, temperature and pressure taps were installed and the pipe diameter was reduced to 5in (127
mm) to match the diameter on the engine connection. Figure 12 shows the intake air connection
to the engine.
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Figure 11: Roots Supercharger (left), Humidity Chest for Intake System (right)

Figure 12: Air Intake System
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2.5.3 EXHAUST AIR PLUMBING
The turbine outlet connection from the engine is 5in (127 mm). From the turbine connection, a
reducer was installed from 5in (127mm) to 6in (152.4 mm) to mate to a 36in (914.4 mm) long
flexible straight section that helps account for tolerance stack-up and engine vibration. From the
straight section, the pipe diameter is increased further to 8in (203.2 mm) to mate to the selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) flange connection. The SCR catalyst and a Fisher pneumatic butterfly
valve are the two main contributors to the exhaust plumbing. Urea is not being used prior in the
SCR because the catalyst and butterfly valve are being used to simulate exhaust back pressure
for altitudes lower than 5000ft. After the butterfly valve, another short flex-section was added
followed by a reducer to 12in (304.8 mm) that mounts to the exhaust stack. Figure 13 shows the
SCR catalyst and the butterfly valve.

Figure 13: Exhaust SCR Catalyst and Butterfly Valve
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2.5.4 CHARGE AIR COOLER PLUMBING
The charge air cooler (CAC) was provided by Cummins and mounted directly to the catalyst
support bracket. A silicone and meta-aramid hose connects the engine compressor outlet housing
to the CAC supply pipe constructed of 5in (127 mm) steel pipe. The CAC return pipe is also 5in
(127 mm) and mounted to the intake manifold via a silicone hose with two t-bolt clamps.
The intercooler plumbing was modified from the pre-existing test cell plumbing setup. At the
CAC, the intercooler plumbing was 1in (25.4mm) threaded black steel pipe. As the plumbing
leaves the CAC, the diameter was increased to 2 in (50.8 mm) to match the pre-existing test cell
pipe. A threaded ball valve was installed to help control flowrates into the CAC. Two other ball
valves were installed to control the flow rate for the fuel/coolant heat exchanger. Figure 14
shows the CAC and associated plumbing. The intercooler plumbing lines are connected to the
EECL cooling water system via a centrifugal pump.

Figure 14: Charge Air Cooler and Plumbing
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2.5.5 COOLANT PLUMBING
The coolant plumbing lines were modified from the Caterpillar engine to fit with the QSK19
engine. The coolant supply line was re-routed from the flange connection with the blue valve to
the water pump inlet on the engine (Figure 15). From the blue valve, a 4in (101.6 mm) Y fitting
was installed to drain and pump the engine with coolant. From the Y fitting, a flange connects to
Victaulic orange fittings. The pipe diameter was reduced to 3in (76.2 mm) at the flange to match
the diameter at the water pump inlet. A 16in (406.4 mm) stainless steel flex-section was added to
help with tolerance stack-up and engine vibration.

Figure 15: Coolant Supply Line
Prior to the coolant inlet, a pneumatic Fisher coolant bypass valve (Figure 16) was
installed below the engine since the onboard coolant thermostat was controlling coolant flow.
The bypass valve rejects coolant flow to the coolant return line. The engine returns coolant at
the highest point on the engine. The coolant return line utilizes Victaulic fittings with a stainless
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steel flexible section. The jacket water return pipe and the engine coolant outlet pipe were both
3in (76.2 mm) in diameter. After leaving the engine, the coolant return plumbing passes through
a cooling tower and then was pumped back into the coolant supply loop.

Coolant
Return

Figure 16: Coolant Bypass Valve (left), Coolant Return Line (right)
2.5.6 OIL DRAIN PLUMBING
An oil drain line was added to an oil pan port in order to perform an oil change. The piping
consists of a 90º elbow with a straight thread O-ring seal going into the engine and National Pipe
Thread (NPT) going into the 3/4in (19.05mm) threaded ball valve. The plumbing was attached to
a section of unistrut that was welded to the front engine mount bracket. The oil drain plumbing
is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Oil Drain Plumbing
2.6 AIR STARTER
Cummins sent a pneumatically controlled starter. The compressed air comes from the facility
which can be pressurized up to 10 bar. The compressed air can be shut-off with a threaded ball
valve. By closing the valve, it ensures that the starter cannot be accidentally triggered while
working on the engine. The oil reservoir, not being pressurized, can be refilled while being
isolated from the compressed air. Figure 18 shows the air starter and the associated plumbing.
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Figure 18: Air Starter

2.7 INSTRUMENTATION

2.7.1 BATTERY INSTALLATION
Two 12 volt batteries were wired in series to supply power to the ECM and to the control panel.
The batteries were installed next to the engine and sit next to the control panel. Both batteries
were maintained with a low current battery charger.
2.7.2 ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL PANEL
Cummins provided CSU with an instrumentation list for the test cell. A total of twenty-five
temperature measurements and twenty-nine pressure measurements were installed on the QSK19
engine. Of these, eight temperature and pressure measurements were required to monitor test cell
(test cell ambient temperature, SCR inlet temp, water pump inlet pressure, exhaust restriction
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etc). The remaining temperature and pressure measurements were required to monitor engine
parameters (fuel filter inlet pressure, crankcase pressure, oil rifle temperature, exhaust port
temperature etc). An entire instrumentation list can be found in the appendix.
Rosemount pressure transducers were installed with 3/8in (9.53mm) stainless steel tubing
to measure critical engines parameters such as: turbine rear in pressure, turbine front in pressure,
intake manifold pressure, compressor outlet, and crankcase pressure. The Rosemount pressure
transducers were mounted to the control panel in a row along the south side of the engine (Figure
19). The remaining pressure measurements were recorded with pressure sensors as shown in
Figure 8. Per Cummins request, type E thermocouples were used to monitor all temperature
measurements.

Figure 19: Rosemount Pressure Transducers
All sensors are connected to the control panel which was being controlled by a National
Instruments (NI) Compact FieldPoint cFP-2200 system. The system contains 8 modules that
handle varying signals coming from the engine instrumentation. All signals were posted in an
array which is extracted and displayed/recorded on the LabView engine interface software.
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2.7.3 ENCODER INSTALLATION
The high resolution BEI rotary encoder was provided by Cummins to determine the crankshaft
position for the cylinder pressure measurements. The encoder shaft is connected to the crankshaft
with an adapter plate that was also provided by Cummins. Since the mounting locations were the
same for the diesel and natural gas QSK19 engines, the encoder stand was taken from the
installed QSK19G natural gas engine and placed in the diesel test cell. The encoder stand was
fabricated by Frank Sutley [22]. Figure 20 shows the encoder, adapter plate and engine balancer
for the QSK19 diesel engine.

Figure 20: Encoder Mounting System
2.7.4 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER AND COMBUSTION CART
The Cummins QSK19 was shipped with a water cooled AVL QC34C piezoelectric pressure
transducer. The pressure transducer signal cable was connected to a charge amplifier. The charge
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amplifier was then connected to Colorado State University combustion analyzer to record the
voltage. An ITW water to air heat exchanger was installed to keep the transducers at operating
temperature. Figure 21 shows the combustion chart and the water to air heat exchanger. The
software for the system was written by Kirk Evans.

Figure 21: Colorado State University Combustion Chart and Heat Exchanger
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CHAPTER 3: QSK50 ENGINE INSTALLATION
3.1 ENGINE SPECIFICATION
The Cummins QSK50 is a 50L 16-cylinder diesel engine that utilizes two-stage Holset
turbocharging coupled with an electronic wastegate for each bank. The engine has two-stage oil
filter, steel pistons and operated using a modular common rail fuel system (MCRS). The
Cummins QSK50 produces a peak power of 1865 kW (2500 hp) at 1900 rpm and a maximum
torque of 9125 N-m (6730 ft-lbs) at 1800 rpm. The engine geometry and rating can be found on
the following table.
Table 2: QSK50 Engine Geometry and Rating
Engine

Cummins QSK50

Configuration

V-16 Turbocharged

Displacement

50 liter

Bore

159 mm

Stroke

159 mm

Compression Ratio

14.7:1

Rated Power
Maximum Torque

1865 kW @1900 rpm
9125 N-m @ 1800 rpm

3.2 SOLIDWORKS TEST CELL MODEL
After the completed installation and testing for the Cummins QSK19, a Cummins QSK50 twostate diesel engine was installed in the same test cell. Similar to the QSK19, a three dimensional
SolidWorks model was created to help with the engine installation. The model was critical in
designing the engine mounts, air and exhaust plumbing, coolant plumbing and flywheel adapter.
The engine dimensions (mounting locations, height, width, turbocharger connections) were
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provided by Cummins via an installation drawing. Since the same drive-shaft was used for both
the QSK19 and the QSK50, the center line of the flywheel was slightly offset from the
dynamometer to ensure proper wear on the driveshaft bearings. The SolidWorks model is shown
in Figure 22.

Figure 22: 3D QSK50 Solidworks Render Model
3.3 ENGINE MOUNT BRACKETS
The QSK50 three dimensional SolidWorks model was used to design the front and rear engine
mounting brackets. The mounting brackets were MIG welded to an 8in (203.2mm) X 8in
(203.2mm) X 144in (2895.6 mm) 35lb I-beam. The QSK50 mounting locations on the flywheel
housing were much wider than the QSK19 mounting locations which caused the weight to be
distributed offset from the center of the I-beam. To combat this issue and increase rigidity, 1/2in
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(12.7mm) steel plates were welded underneath the mounting brackets and between the flanges of
the I-beam.
The front engine mount bracket was constructed from a 30in (762mm) section of 2in
(50.8 mm) X 4in (101.6mm) X 3/8in (9.525mm) thick rectangular tubing. The rectangular tubing
was MIG welded to 1/2in (12.7mm) steel plate open boxes. The 1/2in (12.7mm) steel plate boxes
were cut from a water jet using Bobcat software, whereas, the square tubing was cut with a
horizontal band saw. To reduce the stress concentration on the corners of the box, 1/2in
(12.7mm) steel triangular pieces were welded to the sides and bottom of the boxes. Figure 23
shows the model and the actual front engine bracket.
Unlike the QSK19 install, the rear engine mounting bracket was constructed differently
than the front mounting bracket. The front engine mounting bracket was cut from 1/2in
(12.7mm) steel plates with a water jet. Due to the allowable offset for the drive shaft, the height
was determined by allowing enough clearance for a short radius elbow on the coolant and after
coolant plumbing. The height of the brackets from the I-beam was 16.875in (428.625mm). This
gave a 1/4in (6.35mm) height offset from the driveshaft and a 1/2in (12.7mm) clearance for the
after cooler plumbing. As shown in Figure 24, a 1/2in (12.7mm) open box was welded to the
bracket to distribute stress on the plate and bolts. To increase rigidity and to further reduce stress
concentrations, gussets were welded to the side of the mounting plate. Since the weight of the
engine and torque of the engine sit near the rear, additional plates were welded between the
flanges of the I-beam. In addition, a 2in (50.8mm) X 6in (152.4mm) C-Channel was MIG
welded between the I-beams to reduce skid vibration. Figure 24 shows the model and actual
mounting brackets for the Cummins QSK50 engine.
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Figure 23: Model – Front Mounting Bracket (left), Actual- Rear Mounting Bracket (right)

Figure 24: Model- Rear Mounting Bracket (left), Actual – Rear Mounting Bracket (right)
3.4 FLYWHEEL ADAPTER, DRIVESHAFT AND DYNAMOMETER CONNECTION
The flywheel adapter plate was designed to mate to the engine driveshaft with the QSK50
flywheel. The flywheel adapter plate was cut out of 1.5in (38.1mm) mild steel. A rough outline
with an extra 1/2in (12.7mm) diameter was cut with a water jet. The 4in (101.6mm) hole in the
center of the adapter plate was cut with the water jet so that the machinist could hold the
flywheel adapter with a lathe. The remaining work on the flywheel adapter was sent to a
machinist. He removed the remaining 1/2in (12.7mm) material off the diameter and 0.030in
(0.762mm) of the back side of the adapter plate so that it would mate smoothly with the
flywheel.
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As previously mentioned, the 1/4in (6.35mm) engine to dynamometer height offset was
determined to allow enough clearance for the coolant plumbing. Due to this, the alignment offset
was less than 1.5˚ which is well within the 7˚ allowable offset for the driveshaft. The driveshaft
cover was carried over from the QSK19 install.

Figure 25: Flywheel Adapter (left), Driveshaft Cover and Dynamometer Connection (right)
3.5 PLUMBING SYSTEMS
3.5.1 DIESEL FUEL PLUMBING
The QSK50 engine required a maximum delivery of 2.5 GPM of diesel fuel. Due to this, the
EECL purchased a used 2000 gallon (steel and concrete) UL2085 AST fuel tank. For the QSK50
engine, the fuel line was increased from 1in (25.4mm) to 1.5in (38.1mm) to maintain flowrate
and pressure drop requirements. The remaining fuel system (pump, flowmeter, filters, heat
exchanger, pressure and temperature measurements) were carry-over components from the
QSK19 install. Refer to page 17 for more details.
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3.5.2 INTAKE AIR PLUMBING
Cummins required that the QSK50 engine operate at sea-level conditions. To meet this
requirement using the existing roots supercharger, the diameter of the pipe was increased from
8in (203.2mm) to 12in (304.8mm). This reduced the pressure losses across the pipe and allowed
the lab to achieve sea-level pressure. The intake pipe was 12in (304.8mm) schedule 40 steel with
Victaulic fittings (elbows, unions, tee). An orifice was installed below the engine to measure the
volumetric flowrate via the American Gas Association (AGA) method. A bracket was fabricated
to hold up the Rosemount pressure transducers. The temperature sensor was 12in (304.8mm)
away from the flange connection – see Figure 26.

Figure 26: Orifice Installation for Intake Air Plumbing
The two-stage QSK50 has an intake system for each bank (left and right). Prior to the
flow split for each bank, temperature and pressure measurements were recorded on the 12in steel
pipe. The flow split was constructed of a Victaulic 12in (304.8mm) X 8in (203.2mm) X 8in
(203.2mm) tee. The 12in (304.8mm) pipe was reduced to 8in (203.2mm) to match the diameter
of the compressor inlet connection. Just before the connection to the right bank, a Cummins built
pipe was installed to route the telemetry wires from the sensor to the telemetry transmitter. All
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fittings (short radius elbow, long radius elbow, 45deg fitting) were constructed of Victaulic 8in
(203.2mm) pipe. Figure 27 shows the intake air plumbing for both the right and left bank.

Figure 27: Left Bank Intake System (left), Right Bank Intake System (right)
3.5.3 EXHAUST AIR PLUMBING
Both the left and right bank turbine outlet flange connections are 8in (203.2mm). Connected to
the engine were two 90 degree 8in elbows that aligned the exhaust plumbing 18in above the
intake system. Straight exhaust pipe was welded to the exhaust elbows. A flexible steel section
was installed to help engine vibration, thermal expansion and tolerance stack-up. After the
straight sections, additional 8in elbows were installed prior to entering the SCR catalysts. Similar
to the QSK19 install, the SCR catalysts were not injecting urea. For this particular case, the
catalysts coupled with a butterfly valve were used to increase exhaust back pressure. Both SCR
catalysts were mounted to a 6in (152.4mm) X 4in (101.6mm) 12lb I-beam. After leaving the
SCR catalysts, the exhaust recombined to 12in (304.8mm). The pneumatic butterfly fly was
installed once the exhaust was recombined. After leaving the butterfly valve, an additional
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flexible section and a long radius 12in (304.8mm) elbow were installed to route the QSK50
exhaust pipe to the facilities main exhaust line – see below:

Figure 28: Plumbing from Engine (left), Plumbing post SCR Catalysts (right)
3.5.4 AFTER COOLER PLUMBING
The QSK50 uses an integrated low temperature aftercooler instead of a charge air cooler. The
aftercooler plumbing was slightly modified from the QSK19 CAC plumbing arrangement. The
aftercooler plumbing was a combination of threaded black steel pipe and TIG welded elbows and
reducers. The supply line diameter is 2in (50.8mm) to match the pre-existing test cell pipe.
Since the test cell aftercooler pump was oversized for the QSK19 and QSK50, a threaded ball
valve was installed to help control the flow rate entering the aftercooler. After a few 90 degree
elbows, a flex-section was installed to help with engine vibration and tolerance stack-up. The
remaining supply line consists of a 2in (50.8mm) elbow followed by a 3X2in reducer that is TIG
welded to a 3in (76.2mm) short radius elbow that mounted directly to the aftercooler supply
pump inlet – see Figure 29.
The aftercooler outlet mounting connection was not provided by Cummins; therefore, it
was cut out with a water jet using 3/8in (9.525mm) steel plate. To avoid a variety of engine
components, the aftercooler plumbing was installed at a 45deg angle away from the engine.
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Similar to the aftercooler supply plumbing, the aftercooler return plumbing was a combination of
TIG welded and threaded pipe. Conveniently, the flex-section separated the TIG welded pipe
from the threaded pipe. The entire return line diameter is 2in (50.8mm) to match the pre-existing
test cell pipe and the aftercooler outlet diameter. For reference, refer to Figure 30.

Figure 29: QSK50 Aftercooler Supply Plumbing
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Aftercooler
Return

Figure 30: Aftercooler Return Plumbing
3.5.5 COOLANT PLUMBING
The coolant plumbing lines were modified from the QSK19 engine to fit the QSK50 engine. The
coolant supply line was re-routed from the flange connection with the blue valve to the water
pump inlet on the engine (Figure 31). From the blue valve, a 4in (101.6 mm) EPDM rubber
flexible tube was installed. From the EPDM rubber tube, a flange connects two 4in (101.6mm)
90degree Victaulic orange fittings. After the Victaulic elbows, a 4in (101.6mm) butt-welded
short radius elbow connects to the water pump inlet. 1in (25.4mm) threaded black steel pipe was
used to drain the engine with coolant – see Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Coolant Supply Plumbing
The engine returns coolant at the highest point on the QSK50 engine. The coolant return
line utilized a combination of TIG welded elbows, tees, Victaulic fittings and hoses. The jacket
water return pipe was 3in (76.2 mm) in diameter. The coolant return plumbing was designed
such that it had enough clearance to go above the inlet air plumbing and below the exhaust air
plumbing. A Victaulic drain elbow and threaded ball valve was installed to drain the coolant of
the return line. The coolant return plumbing is shown below:
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Figure 32: Coolant Return Plumbing (left), Victaulic Drain Elbow (right)
3.5.6 OIL DRAIN PLUMBING
Since the QSK19 never required an oil change, the QSK50 never incorporated any plumbing for
an oil drain. An oil drain port can be incorporated underneath the engine if necessary.
3.6 AIR STARTER
The air starter from the QSK19 could not be used for the QSK50 because it would interfere with
the pre-lube pump; therefore, the air starter from the 69L natural gas caterpillar was used. As
shown in Figure 33, the electronic solenoid is actuated by incoming air from the 1/2in (12.7mm)
Swagelok line. After passing through the actuator, the air is returned to actuate a pneumatic
valve that allows the main air to flow through the air starter. Similar to the QSK19, a threaded
ball valve was installed next to the engine that ensures the engine isn’t accidentally started.
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Figure 33: QSK50 Air Starter
3.7 INSTRUMENTATION
3.7.1 BATTERY INSTALLATION
The QSK50 testing required two 12 volt batteries wired in series to supply power to the ECM
and to the control panel. The batteries were installed next to the engine and sit next to the control
panel.
3.7.2 ENGINE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL PANEL
Cummins provided CSU with an instrumentation list for the QSK50 testing. A total of forty-six
temperature measurements and forty-three pressure measurements were installed on the QSK50
engine. Due to the number of temperature and pressure measurements, a portable NI PXIe-1078
Express Chassis was purchased to accommodate the extra measurements – see Figure 34. Of
these, eleven temperature and pressure measurements were required to monitor test cell
parameters (test cell ambient temperature, LP compressor inlet pressure – right bank, LP
compressor inlet pressure-left bank, water pump inlet pressure etc). The remaining temperature
and pressure measurements were required to monitor engine parameters (intake manifold
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pressure – right bank, intake manifold pressure – left bank). An entire instrumentation list can be
found in the appendix.

Figure 34: Portable NI PXIe-1078 Chassis Chart
The left and right bank turbocharger pressure parameters were monitored by Rosemount
pressure transducers described on page 29. The other pressure measurements were being
motored by the pressure sensors shown in
Figure 8. All thermocouples for the testing were type E. The remaining sensors were
being controlled by a NI Compact FieldPoint cFP-2200 system described on page 29.
3.7.3 ENCORDER INSTALLATION
The BEI rotary encoder used for the QSK50 testing was the same encoder used for the QSK19
testing. Similar to the QSK19 install, the encoder shaft was connected to the crankshaft with an
adapter plate that mounted to the harmonic balancer. The encoder stand was built from 2in
(50.8mm) square tubing. Angle iron was welded to the square tubing in order to bolt the stand to
the test cell skid. The encoder is directly mounted to a 14in (355.6mm) diameter plate as shown
in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: QSK50 Encoder Installation
3.7.4 PRESSURE TRANSDUCER AND COMBUSTION CART
The Cummins QSK50 was shipped with water cooled AVL QC34C piezoelectric pressure
transducer for cylinder 1R, 5R, 4L and 8L. Each transducer was connected to a charge amplifier
that connects to the combustion analyzer. CSU combustion analyzer allows up to 6 pressure
transducers. The same combustion analyzer was used for both the QSK19 and QSK50 testing.
For more information, refer to section 2.7.4.
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CHAPTER 4: GT-POWER MODELING RESULTS
4.1 QSK19 RESULTS
Eight steady state operating conditions were selected by Cummins to perform GT-Power
modeling. At each operating point, GT-Power was matched against measured data at 5000ft
(1526m) using the criteria set by Cummins. After each point was calibrated, the operating points
were extrapolated to 8000ft (2438m). The turbine inlet temperature, rotor speed, and expansion
ratio were recorded and sent back to Cummins for further review. The operating conditions can
be found on the following table. The table can be separated into two categories: points 1-4 and
points 5-8. Points 1-4 had higher rotor speeds than points 5-8. The rotor speed in the following
table is normalized by the mechanical limit for the turbocharger.
Table 3: Operating Conditions for QSK19 GT-Power Modeling
Operating Point

Speed (rpm)

Power (hp)

Torque (ft-lbs) Normalized Rotor
Speed

1

1600

701.2

2304

0.94

2

1800

689

2013

0.96

3

2000

628.3

1650

0.96

4

2200

550.8

1316

0.97

5

1600

484.5

1592

0.70

6

1800

445.4

1301

0.76

7

2000

392.6

1031

0.77

8

2200

332.4

769.9

0.80

4.1.1 QSK19 IN-CYLINDER COMBUSTION RESULTS
Accurate representation of in-cylinder combustion is necessary to precisely model an engine’s
performance. As shown in the following figures, GT-Power matches experimental data
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extremely well for in-cylinder pressure measurements. For operating points 1-4, peak cylinder
pressure varied within 50 psi, whereas, peak cylinder pressure varied within 30 psi for operating
points 5-8. In addition, GIMEP varied within 2 percent for all but one operating point (point 4)
which varied within 5 percent. The following figures are normalized by the maximum cylinder
pressure provided by Cummins.
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Figure 36: QSK19 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Conditions 1 & 2
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Figure 37: QSK19 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Conditions 3 & 4
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Figure 38: QSK19 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Conditions 5 & 6
Cylinder Pressure Match for Operating Point = 7
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Figure 39: QSK19 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Conditions 7 & 8
4.1.2 QSK19 CALIBRATION RESULTS FOR THE FIRST OPERATING POINT
Once the in-cylinder combustion model was complete, few adjustments were needed to match
measured power, torque, rotor speed, intake manifold temperature, etc. Fueling was adjusted,
within two percent of the experimental data, to match the engine power. The rotor speed was
slightly adjusted by varying the friction mechanical efficiency term between 0.94 and 1. The heat
exchanger effectiveness was adjusted to match intake manifold temperature.
The experimental vs. simulation result for the first operating point is reviewed below.
The remaining points can be found in the appendix. As shown in the following table, GT-Power
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is able to predict within three percent of measured data for any of the following parameters.
Although the majority of the operation points varied with 5% of measured data, two operating
point (4 and 8) varied within 7% from any measured data. Other researchers has shown that GTPower can predict within 5-10% variation from measured data [3,23,24].
Table 4: Experimental vs. GT-Power Results for the First Operating Condition
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The normalized pressures and temperatures for the first operating point are shown
graphically in the following two figures.

Normalized Pressure: Experimental vs. Simulated
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Figure 40: Normalized Pressure: Experimental vs. Simulated Results for Operating Point:1
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Figure 41: Experimental vs. Simulated Temperature Results for Operating Point:1
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4.1.3 QSK19 CALIBRATION RESULTS FOR THE TURBOCHARGER
The rest of the results for the QSK19 modeling will focus on GT-Power prediction for rotor
speed, expansion ratio and turbine inlet temperature. The simulated results vs. measured data are
summarized on the following three figures. Seven of the eight operating points varied within
1.5% of measured data for the rotor speed. The last point (point 8) varied within 2% of measured
data – see below:

Figure 42: QSK19: Normalized Rotor Speed vs. Engine Speed
As engine speed increased, rotor speed, expansion ratio and charge flow increased for the
measured data. Both the increase in expansion ratio and charge flow is a result from the
wastegate position. As the wastegate closes, the turbine inlet pressure increase which slightly
increases rotor speed. The increase in rotor speed causes an increase in charge flow. The turbine
outlet pressure remained relatively constant for all operating points, therefore, the expansion
ratio increases. GT-Power predictions varied within 3% of measured data for speeds below 1800
RPM, whereas, GT-Power predictions varied within 6.5% of measured data for speeds above
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1800 RPM. The 6.5% variation can be contributed to the simulated time averaged value that
neglects pressure pulsations from the exhaust manifold [15].
The time averaged value from GT-Power is selected due to two reasons. The power of the
compressor and turbine cannot be calculated using the instantaneous values over the complete
cycle. The other reason is because the static pressure measurement closely resembles the time
averaged pressure from GT-Power [15]. The following figure is an example of the variation in
expansion ratio vs. CA for the QSK19 engine.

Figure 43: Expansion Ratio vs. CA Considering Pressure Pulsations
GT-Power was able to predict within 1.5% of measured data for turbine inlet temperature
(TIT) at all operating conditions. Turbine inlet temperature deceases with engine speed as a
result of reducing the engine power to match the rotor speed.
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Figure 44: Normalized Expansion Ratio vs. Engine Speed

Figure 45: QSK19: Normalized Turbine Inlet Temperature vs. Engine Speed
4.1.4 QSK19 EXTRAPOLATION CASE STUDY RESULTS
Since the rotor speed varied within 2% percent of measured data for all points, a case study was
performed to determine which rotor speed should be targeted (measured or simulated) when the
model was extrapolated to 8000ft. GT-Power has the ability to solve for a target dependent
variable by varying one or more independent variables. After the model was calibrated under
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sections 4.1.1-4.1.3, GT-Power direct optimizer was used to target rotor speed by varying the
fueling. After the rotor speed was matched within ± 1 RPM of measured data, the expansion ratio
and the turbine inlet temperature was recorded and compared against the method described in
sections 4.1.1 -4.1.3. Since this thesis is focused on turbocharger performance, other parameters
were ignored for the direct optimizer method. The case study was validated against experimental
results at 5000ft.
As shown in Table 5, columns B and C represent the method described in sections 4.1.1 4.1.3. This method matched power, BSFC, airflow, air to fuel ratio, cylinder pressure, GIMEP,
expansion ratio, rotor speed, compressor outlet temperature and turbine inlet temperature against
measured data. Columns E and F represent the results using the direct optimizer method that
matched only the rotor speed. After the rotor speed was matched, the expansion ratio and the
turbine inlet temperature were recorded and tabulated. The method described in sections 4.1.1 4.1.3 varied the rotor speed within 2%, whereas, the direct optimizer matched the rotor speed
within ±1 RPM. The method in sections 4.1.1 -4.1.3varied the expansion ratio within 1% to 6.5%
from measured data, whereas, the direct optimizer method varied the expansion from 2% to 6%
from measured data. The turbine inlet temperature for both the direct optimizer and the 4.1.14.1.3 method were very similar. Since the results were similar for all categories, both methods
were extrapolated to 8000ft and then the expansion ratio and turbine inlet temperatures were
recorded. The extrapolation results were provided to Cummins for further evaluation. Since the
extrapolation results varied within 2% of each other, the method described in sections 4.1.1-4.1.3
is outlined in the following pages. The direct optimizer method for the measured rotor speed can
be found in the appendix.
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Table 5: QSK19- Case Study to Determine Target Rotor Speed at 8000ft

4.1.5 QSK19 EXTRAPOLATION RESULTS FOR THE TURBOCHARGER
A few parameters were adjusted to extrapolate the model from 5000ft to 8000ft. The ambient
temperature and pressure were adjusted according to SAE J1349 (see appendix). The oil
temperature and the coolant temperature (used to predict the surface temperatures of the piston,
wall and head) were adjusted according to a criteria provided by Cummins. The rest of the initial
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conditions (intake restriction, exhaust restriction, burn rate and fuel flow) were assumed constant
and didn’t change from 5000ft to 8000ft.
The results are summarized on the following three tables. As shown in
Table 6, the rotor speed at 8000ft was optimized based on the rotor speed from the
simulation results at 5000ft. GT-Power can predict within ± 1 RPM of the result from GT-Power
at 5000ft. This was intentionally done to see the effect of expansion ratio and turbine inlet
temperature at a fixed rotor speed.
Table 6: GT-Power Predictions for Rotor Speed from 5000ft to 8000ft

At higher rotor speeds, the expansion ratio increased an average of 2.17% over the
simulated results at 5000ft. At lower rotor speeds, the expansion ratio increased an average of
1.25% over the simulation results at 5000ft. This is expected since the turbine outlet pressure
drops significantly from 5000ft to 8000ft.
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Table 7: GT-Power Predictions for Expansion Ratio from 5000ft to 8000ft

To maintain a similar exhaust energy and rotor speed, fueling has to be decreased as inlet
air density decreases. As shown in Figure 46, fueling was decreased an average of 9.04% to
reach the required rotor speed and similar equivalence ratio. Figure 47 shows the difference in
equivalence ratio from 5000ft to 8000ft. The difference in equivalence ratio falls within the
predicted error from GT-Power.

Figure 46: Power Predictions from 5000ft to 8000ft for the QSK19 Operating Points
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Figure 47: QSK19-GT-Power Equivalence Ratio Comparison from 5000ft to 8000ft
As a result of reduced fueling to maintain similar exhaust energy, the turbine inlet
temperature decreased. As shown in Table 8, the turbine inlet temperature at 8000ft decreased an
average of 2.69% for the first four operating points. The last four operating points decreased an
average of 1.3% from the turbine inlet temperature at 8000ft-see below.
Table 8: GT-Power Predictions for Turbine Inlet Temperature from 5000ft to 8000ft
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4.2 QSK50 GT-POWER MODELING RESULTS
Six steady state operating conditions were selected by Cummins to perform GT-Power modeling
for the QSK50 engine. Similar to the QSK19 results, each operating point was calibrated against
measured data at 5000ft (1526m). After each point was calibrated, the operating points were
extrapolated to 8000ft (2438m). Since the QSK50 has a two-stage turbocharger configuration,
Cummins has requested that this study focus only on the low pressure (LP) turbocharger. The LP
turbine inlet temperature, LP rotor speed, and LP expansion ratio were recorded and sent back to
Cummins for further review. The operating conditions can be found on the following table. The
table can be separated into two categories: points 1-2 and points 3-6. Points 1-2 had higher rotor
speeds than points 3-6. The rotor speed in the following table is normalized by the mechanical
limit for the turbocharger.
Table 9: Operating Conditions for QSK50 GT-Power Modeling
Operating Point

Speed (rpm)

Power (hp)

Torque (ft-lbs)

Normalized Rotor
Speed

1

1800

2090

6102

0.61

2

2000

1953

5131

0.61

3

1400

1509

5664

0.49

4

1600

1575

5173

0.52

5

1800

1470

4291

0.52

6

1800

1324

3479

0.52

4.2.1 QSK50 IN-CYLINDER COMBUSTION RESULTS
The QSK50 GT-Power in-cylinder combustion matches experimental data extremely well for incylinder pressure measurements. As shown in the following figures, the simulated in-cylinder
pressures are nearly identical to the measured in-cylinder pressure measurements. Five out of the
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six points varied within 1.5% for GIMEP. The last point varied within 1.75% from measured
data. For all the operating points, the peak cylinder pressure varied within 30 psi from measured
data. Three of the six operating points varied within 10 psi from measured data. The pressures at
BDC, IVC and SOI varied within a tenth of a bar from measured data. The following figures
show the measured and simulated pressure vs. CA. The in-cylinder pressure is normalized by the
maximum cylinder pressure provided by Cummins.
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Figure 48: QSK50 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Conditions 1&2
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Figure 49: QSK50 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Conditions 3&4
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Figure 50: QSK50 Normalized Cylinder Pressure vs. CA for Operating Point 5& 6
4.2.2 QSK50 CALIBRATION RESULTS FOR THE FIRST OPERATING POINT
The full engine model for the QSK50 was provided by Cummins. From the model, a
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller was added to match airflow measurements by
actuating the wastegate diameter (‘ContTurboWG1Stage’ object). After the burn rate and airflow
was established, few adjustments were needed to match the engine and turbocharger
performance. Similar to the QSK19 testing, fueling was slightly adjusted to match engine power.
The aftercooler effectiveness was adjusted to match the measured intake manifold temperature.
A friction multiplier was slightly adjusted to match the pressure drop across the aftercooler. The
direct optimizer was used to match the intake manifold pressure by varying the friction
multiplier. After the pressure drop was established, the friction multiplier remained constant for
the rest of the modeling work. Unlike the QSK19 testing, the friction multiplier efficiency term
in the turbocharger object was not adjusted. A table was provided by Cummins.
The experimental vs. simulation results for the first operating point is reviewed below.
The remaining points can be found in the appendix. As shown in the following table, GT-Power
is able to predict within 7.5% of measured data for any of the following parameters for the first
operating point. Although the majority of the operation points varied within 5% of measured
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data, a few operating points varied within 7.5%. The 7.5% variation can be contributed to
matching operating points at part load conditions. Other researchers have shown that GT-Power
can predict within 8.5% to10% variation of measured data at part load conditions [25,26]. All
points were normalized by the limit set by Cummins.
Table 10: QSK50- Measured vs. Simulated Results for the First Operating Point
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Graphically, the temperature and pressure comparisons are shown below:

Figure 51: Normalized Pressure: Experimental vs. Simulated Results for Operating Point:1

Figure 52: Experimental vs. Simulation Temperature Results for Operating Point:1
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4.2.3 QSK50 CALIBRATION RESULTS FOR THE LP TURBOCHARGER
Similar to the QSK19 testing, the remaining results will focus on GT-Power predictions for the
LP turbocharger performance. The simulated calibration results vs. measured data are
summarized on the following three figures. GT-Power is able to predict within 1% of the
measured LP rotor speed for the first three points. The last three points varied 2% of measured
data for the LP rotor speed – see below:

Figure 53: QSK50 - Normalized Rotor Speed vs. Engine Speed Comparison
The simulated LP expansion ratio for all six operating points varied between 5.72% and
7.5% of measured data. Compared with the QSK19 results, the slightly larger variation can be
contributed to matching conditions that operate at much lower part load conditions. In addition,
the time averaged LP turbine inlet pressure neglects pressure pulsations from the exhaust
manifold [15].
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Figure 54: QSK50 – LP Simulated vs. Experimental Expansion Ratio Comparison
The experimental vs. simulated LP turbine inlet temperature varied within 65 degrees
Fahrenheit for all operating points. The decrease in TIT is due to a decrease in fueling. The
simulated GT-Power TIT varied between 2.65% to 8.5% from measured data – see below.

Figure 55: QSK50 – LP Simulated vs. Experimental TIT Comparison
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4.2.4 QSK50 EXTRAPOLATION CASE STUDY RESULTS
The same case study outlined in section 4.1.4 was performed for the QSK50 engine to determine
which rotor speed should be targeted (measured or simulated) when the model was extrapolated
to 8000ft. The expansion ratio and the turbine inlet temperature was recorded and compared
against the method described in sections 4.2.1-4.2.3. The case study was validated against
experimental results at the test cell facility in Fort Collins Colorado.
As shown in Table 11, columns B and C represent the calibration method outlined in
sections 4.2.1-4.2.3 that requires GT-Power to match power, BSFC, airflow, air to fuel ratio,
cylinder pressure, GIMEP, expansion ratio, LP rotor speed, LP compressor outlet temperature
and LP turbine inlet temperature against measured data. Columns E and F represent the results
using GT-Power direct optimizer that varied fueling to match rotor speed. After the rotor speed
was matched, the expansion ratio and the turbine inlet temperature were recorded and tabulated.
As shown in the following table, the calibration method varied the expansion ratio within
5.72% to 7.69% from measured data, whereas, the direct optimizer method varied the expansion
ratio from 5% to 6.25% from measured data. The turbine inlet temperature varied within 8.5%
for the calibration method, whereas, the direct optimizer method varied the turbine inlet
temperature within 5%. Since the direct optimizer method matched the experimental results
better than the calibration method, the following pages will focus on the extrapolation results
from the direct optimizer method. The extrapolation results for the calibration method can be
found in the appendix. The extrapolation results for both methods were provided to Cummins
for further evaluation.
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Table 11: QSK50- Case Study to Determine Target Rotor Speed at 8000ft

4.2.5 QSK50 EXTRAPOLATION RESULTS FOR THE LP TURBOCHARGER
In order to extrapolate the model from 5000ft to 8000ft, a few parameters were adjusted. The
parameters that were adjusted can be found in section 4.1.5. The remaining initial conditions
remained constant. The results are summarized on the following three tables. As shown in Table
12, GT-Power is able to predict within 0.4% of the rotor speed from the GT-Power prediction at
5000ft. Again, this was intentionally done to see the effect of expansion ratio and turbine inlet
temperature at a fixed rotor speed.
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Table 12: QSK50 – GT-Power Rotor Speed Extrapolation from 5000ft to 8000ft

The predicted expansion ratio increased significantly compared to the QSK19 results.
The expansion ratio increased an average of 2.73% from 5000ft to 8000ft compared with 1.81%
from the QSK19 results. GT-Power predicted that the first operating point increased 3.57% from
5000ft to 8000ft. An increase in expansion ratio is expected since the turbine outlet pressure
drops from 5000ft to 8000ft- see below.
Table 13: QSK50 – GT-Power Expansion Ratio Extrapolation from 5000ft to 8000ft

As previously mentioned, fueling has to decrease with increase altitude to maintain the
same rotor speed and equivalence ratio. As shown in Figure 56, GT-Power predicted an average
fueling decrease of 7.72% to maintain rotor speed and similar equivalence ratio. Figure 57 shows
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the difference in equivalence ratio from 5000ft to 8000ft. The difference in equivalence ratio
falls within the predicted error from GT-Power.

Figure 56: Power Predictions from 5000ft to 8000ft for the QSK50 Operating Points

Figure 57: QSK50-GT-Power Equivalence Ratio Comparison from 5000ft to 8000ft
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Since fueling is decreased, the turbine inlet temperature decreased an average of 9.12% from
5000ft to 8000ft. These results were significantly higher than the QSK19 results which predicted
an average turbine inlet temperature decrease of 2%.
Table 14: QSK50 – GT-Power Turbine Inlet Temperature Extrapolation from 5000ft to 8000ft
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CHAPTER 5: SINGLE CYLINDER HCCI ENGINE
5.1 HCCI MOTIVATION FOR MODELING IN-CYLINDER HEAT TRANSFER
Because fuel economy and emissions continue to be a concern for spark ignition (SI) and
compression ignition (CI) engines, research has continued into advanced combustion strategies
such as homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) to combat these issues. HCCI has the
potential to deliver low NOx formation, low PM and high efficiency. For example, HCCI can
yield a 15-20 per cent increase in fuel economy while emitting lower levels of NOx emissions
[27]. The HCCI engine achieves lower emissions and higher efficiency through combining a
homogeneous air-fuel intake mixture coupled with compression ignition.
In the ideal case, the entire in-cylinder homogenous air-fuel mixture simultaneously
ignites everywhere at once, which would result in unsuitably high pressure rise rates during the
ignition event. In reality, the air/fuel mixture is not fully homogeneous and the in-cylinder heat
transfer slows the combustion process down which directly affects the maximum pressure,
pressure rise rate, autoignition timing, burn rate and efficiency of the HCCI process.
Temperature and equivalence ratio stratification are two other important parameters that directly
affect combustion. Additionally, in-cylinder heat transfer affects exhaust emissions due to the
impact that temperature has on emissions. Therefore, in-cylinder heat transfer is among the most
important phenomena necessary to accurately simulate and effectively control HCCI. Since the
in-cylinder heat transfer is mostly affected by forced convection of burned gases [28], the
modeling approach considered herein neglects radiation and compares two convection heat
transfer correlations against experimental data.
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5.2 HCCI HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
The HCCI model in GT-Power relies on a predictive, single zone combustion model. The
combustion rate is predicted based on the chemical kinetic mechanism provided by the user. The
combustion model assumes a perfectly homogenous mixture and the user can specify the crank
angle when GT-Power starts to run the reactions. For this study, the chemical kinetics were
modeled using a reduced Primary Reference Fuel (PRF) mechanism from Ra and Reitz, which
includes 41 species and 130 reactions [8]. To reduce computational time, GT-Power imposes a
simple burn curve based on the initial conditions. This allows the airflow and intake manifold
pressure to achieve a reasonable steady state convergence before the chemical kinetics are
activated [15].
GT-Power uses global heat transfer models that characterize a spatially-averaged
convection heat flux and a heat transfer coefficient based on a cylinder-averaged charge
temperature. Woschni [20] and Hohenberg [21] are two of the most common correlations used in
GT-Power. The default method uses the classical Woschni correlation without swirl. This heat
transfer correlation assumes the form:
N

(16)

where N is the Nusselt number that represents the heat transfer coefficient by multiplying the
length scale and dividing by the thermal conductivity

the Reynolds number and

an

empirical parameter ranging from 0.7 to 0.8 [15].

Woschni also assumed that:
and
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(17)

where k is the thermal conductivity,

the viscosity, P the pressure,

the density and R the

specific gas constant. The heat transfer coefficient that is derived from the above assumptions is
as follows:
(18)
where B is the cylinder bore,

the cylinder pressure, T is the cylinder temperature and

is

the average gas velocity. Woschni reasoned that the average gas velocity in the cylinder is
proportional to the mean piston speed during the intake, compression and exhaust strokes [20].
With this assumption, the Woschni correlation implicitly relates a change in the gas velocity to a
change in the density from combustion. The average cylinder gas velocity (m/s) can therefore be
modeled as:
(
where,

is the average piston speed,

pressure,

(19)

the displaced volume, p is the instantaneous cylinder

the gas temperature at a reference state,

volume at a reference state,

)]

the gas density at a reference state,

the

the motored cylinder pressure at the same crank angle as p, and

C1 and C2 are empirical constants. The reference state is typically chosen as the start of
compression (SOC) or intake valve closure (IVC).
For the gas exchange period, the following empirical constants are used:
= 0. For the compression period, the following empirical constants are used:

= 6.18 and
= 2.18 and

=

0. And, for the combustion and expansion period, the following empirical constants are used:
= 2.18 and

= 3.24E-3 [m/sK].

Hohenberg modified the Woschni equation to provide better predictions of time-averaged
heat flux measurements [21]. The Hohenberg correlation differs from the Woschni correlation in
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three ways. Firstly, instead of using the bore as the characteristic length, Hohenberg changed the
characteristic length to be based on the instantaneous cylinder volume. Secondly, Hohenberg
suggested that previous publications (i.e. Woschni) had yet to encapsulate the additional
turbulence caused by the velocity gradient from the result of the combustion reaction. Hohenberg
further commented that the efficiency of the combustion process is related to the amount of
turbulence caused from swirl during the intake stroke. Since these factors are extremely complex
and hard to determine, Hohenberg assumed that the time-related variables, temperature and
pressure, relate to a time-related velocity. The piston speed is also included in the Hohenberg
correlation since the rise in the velocity is proportional to engine speed. Hohenberg assumes the
flow velocity0.8 yields a more accurate value than Woschni since the velocity rises with engine
speed and varies with crankshaft angle. Specifically, the gas velocity used in the Hohenberg
correlation is as follows:
(
where

is the time varying gas velocity,

)

(20)

the cylinder pressure, T the cylinder temperature

from the Ideal Gas Law, Vp the mean piston speed and

a constant for combustion turbulence.

The last modification Hohenberg made to the Woschni correlation was to change the
exponent on the temperature term. By applying the gas velocity equation with the original
Woschni correlation and approximating the pre-combustion pressure temperature as
from experiments, the Hogenberg correlation yields a heat transfer coefficient [W/m2 K] of the
form:
(
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)

(21)

where,

cylinder volume and C1 and C2 are constants for swirl based on experimental

data. The mean values for

are 130 and 1.4 respectively. GT-Power also uses these

same constants in their heat transfer models [15].
5.3 HCCI ENGINE SETUP
To test the HCCI heat transfer approaches available using GT-Power, an engine simulation was
performed on a single cylinder HCCI engine that was described previously by Baumgarnder and
coworkers [29]. In the experimental setup, one cylinder of a John Deere PowerTech 2.4L 4024
turbo-diesel engine was modified to operate in HCCI mode while the other three cylinders
operated in diesel mode. The existing in-cylinder fuel injector was disconnected in favor of
using port fuel injection (via a gasoline-type injector ~20 inches upstream of the intake valve) to
produce a homogeneous mixture of air and fuel. The in-cylinder pressure was measured using a
Kistler 6056A pressure transducer. Additional modifications consisted of alterations to the intake
and exhaust manifolds to allow isolation of the HCCI cylinder and the installation of an air
preheater necessary to achieve the higher intake temperatures typically associated with HCCI
operation. The piston head of the HCCI cylinder was also modified such that the compression
ratio can be adjusted to allow HCCI tests at various compression ratios. The engine geometry can
be found in Table 15 and the operating conditions can be found in Table 16.
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Table 15: HCCI Engine Geometry
Engine Type

2 valve, single cylinder

Bore/Stroke

86/105 mm

HCCI Cylinder Displacement

0.60 liter

Connecting Rod Length

170 mm

Compression Ratio

16:1

IVO/IVC

350.5/547.5

EVO/EVO

140/356.5

Table 16: HCCI Engine Operating Conditions
Engine Speed [RPM]

1500

Intake Temperature [deg C]
Boost Pressure [bar]
Global Equivalence Ratio

70
0.15
0.33

Flow Rate of Fuel [g/s]

0.175

Fuel Type (vol)

Gasoline (40% i-c8h18/
60% n-c7h16)

5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objects of the simple GT-Power model (Figure 58) were based on the locations of
experimental measurements of pressure and temperature. Since neither the compressor nor the
turbine maps for the turbocharger were available, the authors modeled the inlet environment as
the compressor outlet temperature and pressure. The outlet environment was modeled just after
the exhaust manifold. An orifice was integrated into the model to output instantaneous air flow
measurements. Filters were added to the intake and exhaust valves to smooth the intake and
exhaust pressures for consistent burn rate results.
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Figure 58: Single cylinder HCCI GT-Power model
The results from GT-Power™ were compared against a 0-D CHEMKIN® model that
used the same chemical kinetic mechanism from Ra and Reitz. CHEMKIN® is a software tool
that solves combustion problems through complex chemical kinetics. CHEMKIN® uses a
different differential equation solver that results in better chemical species resolution than GTPower™. Although CHEMKIN® can model the in-cylinder chemical kinetics, GT-Power™ has
the advantage of modeling the performance of the entire engine. For instance, GT-Power™ can
solve for volumetric efficiency of the engine, whereas CHEMKIN® cannot. Once a model has
been calibrated, GT-Power™ can easily run sweeps of valve timing, equivalence ratio, intake
pressure, intake temperature and RPM.
As shown in Figure 59, both the GT-Power™ and CHEMKIN® simulations produced
reasonable agreement with the experimental data for the start of combustion. The Hohenberg
correlation agreed extremely well with the 0-D CHEMKIN® model for the cylinder pressure.
The Hohenberg, Woschni and CHEMKIN® models all had similar pressure rise rate. Since the
0-D models were coupled with a reduced chemical mechanism, the maximum cylinder pressure
differed from experimental data within 15% error. The error was calculated using:
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( )

(22)

The error is the result from the 0-D model assuming a perfectly homogenous air-fuel
mixture. In this case, the air-fuel ignites instantaneously all at once. The benefit of using a
reduced mechanism and a 0-D model is the computational time that it takes to run a simulation.
For this study, each GT-Power™ simulation took approximately 1.5 minutes to converge on a
typical PC. The use of a more detailed chemical kinetic mechanism and/or a multi-zone
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combustion model would result in increases in computational time to hours and even days.
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Figure 59: Measured and Predicted in-Cylinder Pressure from 0-D CHEMKIN Simulation and
GT-Power Simulations using the Woschni and Hohenberg Heat Transfer Correlations.

To achieve better results, CHEMKIN® allows the user to use detailed kinetics and/or a
multi-zone model for predicting HCCI combustion and emissions. For example, Aceves et al.
used a multi-zone model to predict HCCI combustion and emissions [30]. Likewise, Smith et al.
used a zero-dimensional model with detailed chemical kinetics for a HCCI engine using Methane
[31]. Other detailed chemical kinetics for PRF can be found by C.K Westbrook et al. [32]. GTPower™ uses a default single zone model but the user can provide their own detailed chemical
kinetic and heat transfer model and link it to GT-Power’s main solver. For example, Yanbin Mo
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from the University of Michigan used FORTRAIN DLL® in GT-Power™ to achieve better
cylinder pressure and apparent heat release rate profiles [33].
Similarly in Figure 60, the GT-Power™ model and CHEMKIN® model predict the start
of combustion extremely well. The majority of the high temperature heat release occurs over a
period of 8 ˚CA for each of the 0-D models, whereas the experimental high temperature heat
release occurs over a period of 18 ˚CA. This shortened heat release of the 0-D model is caused
by the homogenous air-fuel mixture igniting all at once. To combat the sharp heat release rate,
authors such as Sjoberg and Dec have used enhanced thermal stratification to smooth the overall
HCCI heat-release rate. Sjoberg and Dec found that reducing intake air or coolant temperature
would also smooth the apparent heat release rate. However, they found this technique to be
problematic since it was found to retard the combustion timing [34].
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Figure 60: Measured and predicted apparent rate of heat release (J/deg) from 0-D CHEMKIN
simulation and GT-Power simulations using the Woschni and Hohenberg heat transfer
correlations.
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Figure 61: Measured and Predicted Low Temperature Heat Release (J/deg) from 0-D CHEMKIN
Simulation and GT-Power Simulations using the Woschni and Hohenberg Heat Transfer
Correlations.
Figure 61 demonstrates that GT-Power™ and CHEMKIN® both agree reasonably well
with the experimental low temperature heat release rate, which is important in determining when
the peak heat release will occur.Although the Hohenberg and Woschni correlation agree
reasonably well with each other for in-cylinder pressure measurements, Figure 62 shows that
there is a discrepancy in the heat flux and heat transfer coefficient. This variation agrees with
literature and can be contributed to the three factors that are different between Woshcni and
Hohenberg (gas velocity term, difference in temperature exponent, and characteristic length)
[35]. Researchers have shown that the flame propagation term in the Woschni correlation is not
applicable to HCCI engines which results in considerably higher heat transfer coefficient and
heat flux than Hohenberg [35].
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Figure 62: HCCI: Heat Flux vs. CA (left), Heat Transfer Coefficient vs. CA (right)
As shown in Figure 63: Apparent Heat Release Rate and Heat Transfer Rate for Woschni
and Hohenberg, the pressure rise rate has a low sensitivity to the in-cylinder heat transfer rate
because the apparent heat release rate is much more dominant than the heat transfer rate. Since
HCCI combustion happens nearly everywhere at once, the in-cylinder heat transfer doesn’t take
effect until after the peak apparent heat release occurs. This explains why the pressure rise rate
cannot be accurately modeled by empirically treating the in-cylinder transfer for a single zone
heat transfer model. As previously mentioned, a multi-zone model coupled with detailed
chemistry should be used.
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Figure 63: Apparent Heat Release Rate and Heat Transfer Rate for Woschni and Hohenberg
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The following table further demonstrates that the Woshcni correlation has a higher heat
transfer rate than expected. The Woschni correlation is much higher since the second term in the
gas velocity term is not applicable for HCCI. This term accounts for the unsteady gas that is
compressed by the advanced flame. In an internal combustion engine, the heat transfer rate
(HTR) to apparent heat release rate (AHRR) should be approximately 33% [17]. Approximately
a third should go to work output and the other third should go through the exhaust. See below:
Table 17: Woschni and Hohenberg Comparison for HTR to AHRR
Area Under Curve (720 deg)
Correlation

AHRR (J)

Heat Transfer Rate (J)

HTR/AHRR (%)

Woshcni

541.064

257.28

47.5%

Hohenberg

546.548

152.76

27.9%
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this thesis was to detail the installation process and perform GT-Power modeling
for three engines: a Cummins QSK19 diesel engine, a Cummins QSK50 diesel engine and a John
Deere single cylinder HCCI engine. The goal for the two Cummins engines was to quantify the
effects of expansion ratio and turbine inlet temperature for a fixed rotor speed from 5000ft to
8000ft. The purpose of the HCCI modeling work was to evaluate the performance of the
Woschni and the Hohenberg heat transfer correlation by comparing GT-Power engine model
predictions with measured in-cylinder pressure data.
Eight steady state operating conditions were selected by Cummins to perform GT-Power
modeling for the QSK19 CI engine. GT-Power was able to predict within 5% of measured data
for most operating conditions. Two operating point (4 and 8) varied within 7% from any
measured data. When the model was extrapolated to 8000ft, the simulation results show an
average expansion ratio increase of 1.81% and an average turbine inlet temperature decrease of
2% from 5000ft to 8000ft. This was accomplished by reducing the fueling by an average of
9.04% to match the same rotor speed and air to fuel ratio at 5000ft.
Six steady state operating points were selected by Cummins to perform GT-Power
modeling for the QSK50 CI engine. GT-Power was able to predict within 7.5% of measured data
for all operating points. When the model was extrapolated to 8000ft, GT-Power predicted an
average expansion ratio increase of 3.2% and an average turbine inlet temperature decrease of
11.3% from 5000ft to 8000ft. The turbine inlet temperature decreased due to the reduction in
fueling. For the QSK50 model, fueling was reduced by an average of 7.72% from 5000ft to
8000ft. The expansion ratio increased for both the QSK19 and the QSK50 model because the
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turbine outlet pressure decreased. Cummins will be processing this data and performing the CFD
and FEA analysis to determine and evaluate the potential HCF risk.
Alternative engines strategies such as HCCI have shown to deliver high thermal
efficiencies and low NOx and PM emissions. Low NOx is achieved through low temperature
combustion and low PM emissions are achieved through a well-mixed fuel/air intake [1]. The incylinder heat transfer directly affects the start of combustion, peak cylinder pressure, burn rate
and efficiency. In this study, the authors have shown that with a zero-dimensional model and a
reduced primary reference fuel mechanism, empirically treating the in-cylinder heat transfer can
predict the start of combustion within 1% error and the maximum in-cylinder pressure within
15% error. In addition, the authors have shown that the pressure rise rate has a low sensitivity to
the in-cylinder heat transfer rate. This is a result of the nature of the instantaneous HCCI
combustion. To reduce the error of the simulation for start of combustion and maximum incylinder pressure, detailed kinetics combined with multi-zone combustion models would be
required. In doing so, the pressure rise rate, the end of combustion and the burn rate can be
accurately predicted.
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APPENDIX A – QSK19 AND QSK50 INSTALLATION INFORMATION
QSK19 Flywheel Drawing:
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QSK50 Flywheel Drawing:
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Fuel Diagram for QSK19 and QSK50:
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QSK19 Instrumentation List:
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QSK19 Pressure Instrumentation:
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QSK19 Temperature Instrumentation:
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QSK50 Instrumentation List:
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APPENDIX B – QSK19 GT-POWER EXTRA INFORMATION
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Direct Optimizer Method Extrapolation Results for QSK19:
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SAE Pressure and Temperature Table:
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APPENDIX C – QSK50 GT-POWER EXTRA INFORMATION
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Calibration Method for Extrapolation Results for QSK50:
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